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Abstract

Anesthesiology deals with such a complex social system that it can spawn over an infinite

number of states. The complexity of modern anesthesia procedures requires the

development of sophisticated workstations with built-in decision support systems (DSS)

having smart-alarm capacity. In this Thesis, methods used by a prototype (Diagnesia) of

a DSS for anesthetists are presented. During surgery, Diagnesia uses patient data

recorded to continuously estimate probabilities and improbabilities for diagnoses,

applying arguments for and against the different diagnoses, and presents the most

probable diagnoses to the anesthetist. The intended DSS is not meant to replace the

current monitors or anesthetists but rather to facilitate decision making by improving

situation awareness. Although the methods presented were not tested against a panel of

anesthetists as planned, an approach for making the tests is presented.
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Introduction

Chapter 1 Introduction

Patients who need to undergo surgery will need some type of anesthesia to go along with

it in order not to feel conscious pain. The anesthetist may choose different types of

anesthesia depending on a variety of factors such as the type of surgery you are having

and your state of health or medical history. Some surgical procedures require only an

injection of local anesthesia into the incision area. Other procedures cannot be performed

unless you are completely anesthetized - unconscious and unaware of pain.

Anesthetics produce an unconscious state. In this state a person is unaware of what is

happening, pain-free, immobile, and free from any memory of the period of time during

which he or she is anesthetized [1]. Anesthesia can be administered as an inhaled gas or

as a liquid, usually injected intravenously. There are several drugs and gases that can be

combined or used alone to produce anesthesia. The potency of an inhaled anesthetic is

measured as Minimum Alveolar Concentration (MAC). (Alveolar is the area in the lung

where gases enter and exit the bloodstream via the capillary system). Although MAC is

originally defined for inhaled agents, the meaning of the abbreviation may be changed to

Minimal Anesthetic Concentration and thus be used for injected drugs as well. For

injected drugs the concentration of the agent in blood or in the effect-compartment is

concerned. Using MAC as a guideline, the amount of anesthetic given to a patient

depends on that particular patient's needs.

During anesthesia the patient's normal physiology may be disturbed by surgical pain, loss

of body fluids, effects of anesthetic drugs and many other factors [2]. Both anesthesia and

surgery influence vital functions of the patient. Surgical effects include pain, blood loss,

loss of water and electrolytes (for example by evaporation from the wound surface).

Anesthetic effects include vasodilatation (dilation of a blood vessel, as by the action of a

nerve or drug), decrease of myocardial contractility (the capability of the heart's

muscular tissue to contract or cause contraction), suppression of autonomic nervous

function, depression of spontaneous ventilatory drive, relaxation of respiratory muscles

and so on. Anesthesia has an effect on the nervous system (which results in losing
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sensation) or the brain cells (which causes loss of consciousness). Because of the

consequences of all such effects, patients must be carefully monitored to ensure their

survival and that they wake up after the anesthetic in good health.

The computerized anesthesia records contain patient's physiological data collected during

the surgery as well as registrations of certain events, medical history, and drug

administration, and are recorded at certain intervals of time during the anesthetic. The

anesthetist may monitor the patient by continuously observing some variables. The most

commonly monitored variables in Europe include the patient's heart rate, blood pressure,

respiratory rate (RR), oxygen saturation, amplitude of plethysmogram (or amplitude pulse

oximeter), end-tidal carbon dioxide (ETCO2), respiratory minute volume (MV), tidal

volume (!), respiratory pressures (inspiratory pressure/peak respiratory pressure and

expiratory pressure), compliance, oxygen concentration of gas mixture, anesthetic

concentration of gas mixture. Some patients may have even more extensive monitoring

depending on their health and on the type of procedure or surgery they are undergoing.

Such relevant information is displayed on monitoring devices and may be recorded at

certain intervals of time. Figure 1 shows some sample displays that can be obtained on a

monitoring device. Preoperative information may also be gathered before the operation.

This may include body weight, age, liver and kidney functions, known allergies, heart

and lung conditions and so on.

Figure 1: Anesthesia monitoring devices
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When the anesthetist reads the patient data displayed on the monitors, he/she has to tell

whether or not the values are normal and the patient's state is stable. Most of these

variables have ranges of normal and acceptable values. In case a value goes out of the

acceptable range, the anesthetist will take appropriate action to bring back the patient's

state to a normal/stable one. For instance one could say that 40 — 150 bpm is normal for a

heart rate and 80 — 180 mmHg for the systolic blood pressure. However, these ranges can

vary depending on other factors like patient's age and health. Children may have higher

normal heart rates than old people; people who smoke might have lungs that do not

perform as good as for non-smokers; sportspeople keep physically fit and may have

different normal values from an average person who doesn't ensure physical fitness.

Despite these variations, anesthetists think in terms of: the heart rate is low; the blood

pressure is high but acceptable; and so on. Consequently, we decide to categorize these

variable into 5 groups: low, low normal, normal, high normal, and high. A value may be

normal, then increase to high or reduce to low. In case a value increases a bit but is still

acceptable, we introduce an intermediate group, high normal. Correspondingly, we

introduce low normal for values that get a bit low but still acceptable. At the extremes

(high and low), all anesthetists should agree that the value is high or low and not

acceptable. We have not done work on the mapping of the raw data to these categories

since this involves other factors as explained earlier. A prototype of a DSS described in

this thesis therefore uses these 5 categories to tell whether or not a value is out of range.

Appendix A shows a list of all variables (or indicators) used and the corresponding scale

used to measure their normality.

1.1 The Patient's State
The state of the patient is partially represented by the values displayed on monitoring

devices. To define the patient's state, a number of variables are measured. Examples

include: blood pressure, heart rate, and ETCO2. Normally, the anesthetist reads these

values and uses his/her expert knowledge to diagnose situations. A variable that gets out

of the normal/acceptable range could be an argument for or against a certain diagnosis.

Not only these variables tell the state of the patient but also other factors like preoperative
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status of the patient, physical appearance of the patient (e.g., sweating), previous actions

taken on the patient (including treatmentldrugs antecedently given), and so on. Such

factors influence the state of the patient and should also be taken into account. The state

of the patient mostly determines the decision-making behavior of the anesthetist.

Consequently, we divide the possible states of the patient in three categories: familiar to

the anesthetist, urgent (i.e., life threatening) or requires diagnosing. In the Familiar state,

the state is common to the anesthetist and he/she can opt for the typical treatment for this

known diagnosis.

The urgent state is unfamiliar to the anesthetist and there is not enough time to investigate

the cause of the problem since the situation is life threatening. Since the state of the

patient is not familiar, no diagnosis is available. The anesthetist needs to give a treatment

in order to take back the patient's state into a stable one, even without knowing the cause

of the problem. In this thesis, we present a prototype of a DSS (Diagnesia), which

represents this state using alarm icons. These icons will be presented in 2.5.3 and

discussed later in 3.1

Like the urgent state, the diagnosing state is also unfamiliar but not urgent. There are

states of a patient that do not necessarily have a typical treatment — they cannot be

diagnosed like in the familiar state. The state of the patient can be so complicated that the

patient data being read gives no clear indication of a known diagnosis. In lieu of this,

Diagnesia uses some color-coding to provide extra information about the category of the

disorder (cardiovascular system, the respiratory system, or the depth of anesthesia). This

color-coding will be discussed in 3.1.

In Diagnesia, the problem space has been reduced to a finite number of diagnoses. In

cases that are not urgent, there is time to process some information. Using the production

rules built into the DSS, it will display a maximum of 5 most probable diagnoses with the

ability to give the arguments for and/or against if needed. The anesthetist may use this

abstract information, the patient data displayed on the monitoring devices, and his/her
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expert knowledge to make a diagnosis. Since there is time to make a diagnosis,

communication with other members (or seeking for help) is facilitated by making

information visible.

1.2 The Anesthetist
An anesthetist is a person trained to administer anesthetics, or the specialist who

administers an anesthetic to a patient during treatment. There is a major distinction

between an anesthetist and an anesthesiologist. Anesthesiologists are physicians

specializing in anesthesiology. According to the Canadian Anesthesiologists' Society [3],

the term anesthetist is used throughout the world, and particularly in Britain, to designate

"one who administers an anesthetic", and includes both nurses and doctors. In Canada,

only trained physicians provide anesthetic services, so the Canadian Anesthetists"

Society adopted the designation "anesthesiologist" to separate physician providers from

others, as has already been done in the USA, and recently became the Canadian

Anesthesiologists' Society. Both anesthesiologist and anesthetists are highly trained and

capable of delivering quality anesthesia care.

Bendixen [4] lists the following tasks for the anesthetist: providing freedom of pain

during surgery, record keeping, measurement and control of the vital functions,

estimation of anesthetic depth, transfusion and fluid therapy. In The Netherlands

anesthetics are always administered by a physician (anesthesiologist) and an anesthesia-

trained assistant, who is not allowed to administer an anesthetic alone. In this thesis, the

term anesthetist is used to refer to any personnel trained to administer anesthetics

(anesthetists, anesthesiologists, and anesthesia-trained assistants). The work of the

anesthetist in the theater is to facilitate the work of the surgeon. Actually, it is the

responsibility of the anesthetist to ensure the patient's well being and compensate for the

effects of surgery and the anesthesia.

As explained earlier, monitoring devices are used to observe the state of the patient. This

causes a huge amount of data displayed on the monitor that the anesthetist has to analyze.

More over, the anesthetist has to observe the patient since the state of the patient is
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determined by both his/her physical appearance and the data read from the monitors. This

stresses and tremendously increases the workload of the anesthetist. The intended system

(Diagnesia) is therefore meant to reduce this workload.

On the other hand, without under-estimating the risks involved, anesthetic complications

rarely occur and this can make the process of continuously observing the state of the

patient boring which may result in low vigilance. Usually, the anesthetist expects

everything to go on normally; however, this can be deceiving as complications can occur

rapidly causing the anesthetist to make a decision in a very short period of time. Ballast

[2] states that not only foreseeable problems occur during anesthesia. Unexpected

problems are quite rare, but once they occur irreversible damage may rapidly develop. He

gives examples such as: allergic reactions, sudden blood loss, cardiac arrhythmias,

breathing circuit disconnection, kinking of the endotracheal tube or accidental extubation.

In 2.5, we shall discuss some icons used to convey messages to the anesthetist without

having to look at the values and think about whether or not the values are normal, low, or

high. Together with other factors that relate to the wellbeing of the anesthetist, boredom

and low vigilance can cause human error during the decision making process.

Anesthetists are highly trained personnel and are faced with critical situations relating to

the state of the patient. Anesthesiology is practiced in such a complex system that the

state of the patient spawns over an infinite number of states. It is therefore not an easy

task to build a system that can suggest to anesthetists what a possible decision could be. It

is very important that the information supplied by the DSS does not conflict with the

strategies of the anesthetist. Anesthetists normally think in a certain way while

diagnosing situations and Diagnesia has been built in such a way to reason in a similar

manner. For example, if the blood pressure were observed to be low, one would think: Is

it Hypovolemia? But if the heart rate is low as well, then: May be not! and so on. In this

case, low blood pressure is an indicator for Hypovolemia while low heart rate is a

counter indicator (for the same). Some arguments could be confirmatory as well. We

shall discuss more about indicators and counter indicators in chapters 2 and 3. In [5], a
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cognitive process model of decision-making in cases where the state of the patient

becomes unstable is described.

Diagnesia is not in any way meant to replace the monitoring devices. Neither is it

designed to do the work of the anesthetist but rather to improve his/her situation

awareness and enhance his/her decision-making. Situation awareness is the anesthetist's

internal conceptualization of the current situation [6]. Physicians often refer to their

clinical decision making process as more art than science, and suggest that while

computers might be programmed to deal with the scientific, analytical aspect of their

work, they will never be able to capture the "art" of a skilled clinician [7]. On addition, a

lot of information that the anesthetist uses for his/her decisions cannot be 'seen' by a

computer system. For example: a computer cannot know or guess what the surgeon will

do in the next couple of minutes; a computer does not see or feel if the patient is

sweating, if there is a skin rash, if there are abnormal breathing sounds and so on. Pople

[7] continues to state that one nearly universal finding is that the physician responds to

cues in the clinical data by conceptualizing one or more diagnostic tasks which then play

an important role in the subsequent decision making process. This conceptualization then

governs to some extent the acquisition of additional data and the range of alternatives

considered in the eventual diagnostic decision making process. One distinguishing mark

of an expert is his/her ability to formulate particularly appropriate diagnostic tasks on the

basis of sometimes-subtle hints in the patient record.

Diagnesia is therefore intended to display information necessary to enhance the

anesthetist's decision making. Of course the DSS does increase the total information load

but we want to ensure less cognitive processing (the mental process of knowing,

including aspects such as awareness, perception, reasoning, and judgment) in order to

perform an operation or task. This can be achieved if the DSS displays relevant

information at such a level of abstraction that the anesthetist, coupled with his/her expert

knowledge, can have a good idea of the state of the patient in a short period of time.

Whenever detailed information is required, it should be provided without going through a
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lot of steps. The strategy to ensure that Diagnesia provides relevant information will be

presented in Chapter 2 and the test approach in Chapter 3.

1.3 State of Art

In an attempt to provide a solution to the problem introduced in this thesis, methods that

anesthetists use to diagnose problems that occur during surgery as well as a set of

diagnoses that span most of the anesthesiological daily practice were investigated. A

knowledge system prototype that continuously estimates probabilities and improbabilities

for each diagnosis in a set of 18 diagnoses, based on relative input parameters was then

developed in Delphi 5 [5, 8]. The work presented in this thesis is an improvement of this

prototype.

The developed system was tested with 12 chosen realistic situations that were also

diagnosed by a panel of anesthesiologists. The diagnoses of the panel were used as a

golden standard to compare the system's judgments with. In I I test cases (92%), the

knowledge system generated the same most probable diagnosis as the panel. In the 12th

test case, the panel suggested two probable diagnoses, while the knowledge system only

generated the second option. In 6 more test cases, the panel suggested 2 probable

diagnoses. In three of these, the DSS did not recognize the second possibility, which was

always a low anesthesia level. In the other three, the system suggested a general problem

because it could not distinguish between two or more specific problems from the same

category. Categories of diagnoses will be presented in 3.1. In general, the system showed

a high sensitivity of 92% and a very reasonable selectivity of 60% [8]. Sensitivity was

calculated as the number of times a certain diagnosis was correctly indicated as the most

probable and selectivity (or specificity) was estimated by the reciprocal of the average

total number of diagnoses with an estimated probability higher than 20%.

Joost Ic Feber succeeded in designing an algorithm for computing the probabilities and

improbabilities, which is the basis of my improvements made to the prototype. These

methods will be presented in the next chapter. Some of the lacking areas were

completeness of decision rules and usability issues. A number of design decisions made
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during our discussions affected the working of the prototype and thus caused the

modifications to the methods used by the prototype to present the information.

1.4 Problem Statement
During surgery, anesthetists work in a complex sociotechnical system [9]. According to

Pott, Johnson, and Cnossen [Error! Bookmark not defined.], the problem space is large

and the number of relevant factors that anesthetists (and system designers) need to take

into account is enormous. They continue to state that the presence of highly coupled (i.e.

interconnected and interacting) subsystems in the operating theatre makes it difficult to

predict all effects of actions or events, or to trace all of the implications of a disturbance

caused by a patient problem. Patient and/or medical equipment problems occur and can

evolve rapidly, making the operating room a dynamic task environment.

As explained earlier, it was the goal of the project where my research that leads to this

thesis took place to develop a DSS for anesthetists during critical states of the patients

undergoing surgery. Our objective is to reduce the peak workload of the anesthetists by

developing a DSS that facilitates the decision-making processes as well as improving

safety of the patient by improving their situation awareness. In order to tackle the

deficiencies in the first attempt of this DSS presented earlier (1.3), we state the following

hypothesis that we intend to test and present the results in Chapter 3.

1-lypothesis: For a given state of the patient, the DSS gives a representation of this state

based on the patient 's data, which (representation) can be traced back to the data.
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Chapter 2 Methodology

In this chapter we present the methods and models used by Diagnesia in order to provide

relevant information to the anesthetist. First, we describe the state of art before making

any major improvements to Joost le Feber's work. This is followed by an example to

illustrate how the methods presented are used. We shall then present the approach used in

order to improve the DSS, the modifications made in order to make these improvements.

A number of problems were faced in the attempt to improve the quality of information

displayed and the usability of the DSS. These problems will also be discussed in this

chapter and how they were overcome. Lastly, we shall re-visit our example to illustrate

the impact of these modifications.

2.1 State of Art

Diagnesia is a prototype of a DSS intended to enhance the decision making process of

anesthetists. The inputs to the prototype are the set of variables usually read from

monitoring devices (e.g., heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation,

ETCO2, oxygen concentration of gas mixture, anesthetic concentration of gas mixture)

and the output is a set of diagnoses with their corresponding likelihood of being the

correct disorder. Other outputs are a set of icons representing the state of the patient in

order to indicate problems with the cardiovascular system, the respiratory system, and the

depth of anesthesia.

In this section, we focus on the methods used to estimate the probabilities and

improbabilities of the diagnoses and how these (im)probabilities are presented to the

anesthetist. In 2.1.1 therefore, we describe the original algorithm developed by Joost le

Feber and thereafter in 2.1.2, we discuss some aspects of the user interface used to

convey this information.

2.1.1 Methods and models

Diagnesia estimates probabilities and improbabilities of the diagnoses in the set based on

relative input parameters. Every diagnosis has a set of indicators and counter indicators,
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each with a certain strength measured on a 4-point scale (I strongest, 4 weakest). The

indicators are used to estimate the probability, whereas the counter indicators are for the

improbability. Diagnesia uses a number of rules (based on indicators - Appendix A) to

estimate the (im)probability depending on whether or not they (the indicators) are true.

For instance, low blood pressure is an indicator for hypovolemia whereas low heart rate

is a counter indicator. In this case, low blood pressure and low heart rate are the

indicators whose rule truth-values are evaluated using the values of the variables blood

pressure and heart rate respectively. A rule in this context therefore is the combination

of the indicator and other information pertaining that indicator. Such information

includes: the diagnoses supported, whether or not the indicator is true, weight of the

indicator for each of the supported diagnoses, etc. In Joost le Feber's prototype, the

(im)probability of a diagnosis is computed using a rule object of the nature:

rule = object
name string; I/rule name, e.g., low blood pressure

indices : array[l. .N] of integer; II N: no of diagnoses

factor : real;

ruleFired : Boolean; II is the rule fired (true)?

procedure mit;

procedure setlndex(diagnose,weight:integer);

procedure updateDiagnoses;

End;

The procedure mit () initializes all objects for all rules by setting ruleFired to false,

factor to 0 (zero), and the indices for all N diagnoses to 0 (zero). The assumption

here is that any indicator can be an indicator for any of the diagnoses in the set. So, the

array indices is used for storing an index [to be used when calculating the

(im)probability] for each of the diagnoses. factor is used to reflect the extent to which

the variable is out of range. In many cases, a factor of 1 is used when the variable is low

or high and V2 for low normal and high normal. There are some rules (like normal MAC),

which depend on the variable being normal. These also use a factor of I. ruleFired is
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used to tell whether or not the condition for the indicator is question is met. For example

a rule like low heart rate is only fired when the heart rate is actually low.

The procedure setlndex (diagnose, weight) takes two arguments; the diagnosis in

question and the weight with which the indicator contributes to the (im)probability of the

diagnosis. It then computes the index value for the diagnosis and updates the appropriate

element in a global array, maxScore (i.e., maxScore[diagnose, prol con]) with

declaration:

maxScore : array{1. .N,pro. .con] of integer; /1 pro='l, con=2

using the formulae:

weight 4—lweighlt)
Equation 1: :nd:ces[d:agnose] =

________

* 2
weight

I

Equation 2: maxScore [diagnose ,prolcon] := maxScore [diagnose, pro jcon] +1- indices[diagnoseJ

Equation 2 takes on pro and '+' when index> 0 (probability), con and '-' when index < 0

(improbability). Note that index is never 0. The character 'i', when used in an equation,

shall denote 'or' unless specified otherwise. That is to say, one of the two values besides

it is assumed when the equation is used. One exception of this is in Equation I where it is

used to denote 'absolute value'.

Each diagnosis is stored in a diagnosis object that has the following elements:

diagnosis = object
naam : string; II name of the diagnosis

categorie : string;

kans array[pro. .conJ of real; // (im)probability
pMax:array[pro. .con] of real; // max. (im)probability. Mostly '1'

End;

where categorie denotes the category of the diagnosis. This can be cardiovascular

system, respiratory system, anesthesia, or other. kans is an array of size 2 that stores the

probability of the diagnosis in the first position of the array and the improbability in the
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second. pMax is used to limit the maximum (im)probability of a diagnosis to a certain

value. Each of its positions can have a maximum of 1 and a minimum of 0. In most cases,

this variable has a value of 1, 1 }, however one can choose to suppress the likelihood of a

diagnosis by limiting its maximum (im)probability (say pMax(11=O.5 for maximum

probability of 5 0%).

Using such an object for each of the diagnoses, each rule cumulatively builds the

(im)probability for each diagnosis, n, by calling its updateDiagnoses () procedure,

which uses the formulae:

Equation 3: d[nJ.kans[probJ d[n].kans[prob] +1- d[n].pMax[prob] *faclor $
lfldlces[n]

max Score[n, prob]

where prob = pro and the equation uses a '+' when indices[n] > 0, whereas prob will

equal to con and the equation uses a '-' when indices[n] < 0, and d is a diagnosis object.

An example to illustrate the use of this algorithm will be presented later in this chapter.

The modifications made to this algorithm will also be discussed and the example will be

reworked to reflect the modifications.

2.1.2 User Interface

In this sub-section we describe some changes that had been made to the user interface

before the major changes presented in this thesis. In an earlier attempt to modify the user

interface of Joost le Feber's prototype, some modifications were made. These changes

included improving the completeness of the production rules of the prototype thus raising

the number of diagnoses in the set from 18 to 31. In this sub-section, we focus on the

changes made to the user interface. The complete user interface will be presented in 3.1

including the modifications suggested by the approach discussed in 2.5.

In an earlier attempt to modify Joost Ic Feber's the prototype, a user interface for

indicating the urgent state was integrated into the prototype. This interface used three sets

of icons to reflect the patient's state along three dimensions: the heart (for indicating
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problems with the cardiovascular system), lungs (for the respiratory system) and eye (for

the depth of anesthesia). These icons will be discussed further in 2.5.3.

This interface also contains the diagnosis history. In the first version, the probability and

improbability were represented by use of horizontal bars as seen in Figure 2. The length

of the bar was determined by the probability or improbability. The maximum length

therefore is one that corresponds to a probability of 1. The (orange) bar on the right hand

side of the name of the diagnosis represented the probability, and the other (blue) bar, the

improbability. This method of displaying the (im)probability of the diagnosis only

displays the current state of the patient.

In order to have information about the patient's previous state(s), a new interface (Figure

3) was adopted. The orange shaded area showed the probability of the diagnosis at a

given time, whereas the blue line showed the improbability. As seen on the scale, a

measure of time increases from left to right, so the current value is at the right hand side

of the graph. This scale is not specific to any SI unit of time but rather a scale that ensures

an increase in time. It can be mapped to a specific duration by altering the value of a

refresh timer of the prototype.

•Hyvolernia

Figure 2: Indication of probability and improbability of diagnosis Hypovolemia (first version)

I

Pneumothorax dtrjui I

5

Figure 3: Indication of probability and improbability of diagnosis Pneumoihorax (with History)

2.1.3 Example

This example is meant to give the reader a basic understanding of the methods presented

in this section. Note that the meaning of the weights presented (1 strongest and 4
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weakest) is ensured using a simple transformation to a geometric progression (GP) by

Equation 1. This transformation can be seen more clearly in Table 1. Note also that the

weights of counter indicators are negative and this sign is preserved by the expression

weight
in the formula (e.g., -1 maps to —8, and so on).

I
weight

I

Weight Index

1 8

2 4

3 2

4 1

Table 1: Transformation of weights to a GP by Equation I.

For our example, let us assume that all indicators have normal values except that the

compliance is low. Compliance is an indicator for pulmonary embolism, respiratory

obstruction, pneumothorax, diffusion defect, backward, and muscle rigidity (see

Appendix B). Then we have the following rules fired: -

i. Low compliance

ii. High saturation (same as normal saturation. Counter indicator for

backward failure, hypervolemia. severe hypervolemia, bad ventilation, and

diffusion defect)

iii. Normal heart rate (counter indicator for backward and forward failure)

iv. Normal blood pressure (counter indicator for backward failure, forward

failure, and hypervolemia)

v. Normal heart rate and blood pressure (counter indicator for backward

failure, forward failure, and hypervolemia)

vi. Normal MAC (counter indicator for deep anesthesia)

Since the compliance is low (in our example), it then follows that the rule Low

compliance is fired with a factor equal to 1. A factor of V2 would be used if the

compliance were low normal instead. For this rule we now have that:
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•
I for n = backwardfailure, diffusion defect, and muscle rigidity

:ndices[n]
=

2for pulmonary embolism, pneumothorax, and respiratory obstruction
0 elsewhere.

Table 2 shows the respective values in the maxScore array and the corresponding

probabilities and improbabilities for the diagnoses in question. n represents any

diagnosis. Let's take one row (say pulmonary embolism) and look at the details of how

these figures come about. Improbabilities are computed in the same way as probabilities

— the only difference is that the weights of counter indicators (used for improbability) are

negative. So, we shall look at how the probability of pulmonary embolism is computed.

In Table 3, we see the indicators (or rules) for pulmonary embolism, their corresponding

weights (copied directly from Appendix B), and index values for each of the rules as

computed by Equation 1. Since only one of these five rules (Low compliance), whose

index value is 2, has been fired, the probability of pulmonary embolism is 1 * 1
* •... =

0.125 (Equation 3) as shown in Table 2.

Note: If instead, the compliance were to be low normal, Equation 3 would be used with a

factor of V2 making the probability 0.0625. Note also that there are indicators in Appendix

B (which contains a list of all the diagnoses treated in Diagnesia and their respective

indicators and corresponding weights) that do not exist in Appendix A. Such indicators,

referred to as non-measurable indicators, are not considered when computing

(im)probabilities. We shall further discuss such indicators in 2.3.5. Note also that there

exist other diagnoses not shown in Table 2 with some probability (and perhaps

improbability) greater than 0 (zero). An example of such a diagnosis is hypersensitivity

reaction with a probability of I * 0.5 * . = 0.286 due to bronchospasm that has a

probability of I * 0.5 * = 0.5 caused by the probability of respiration obstruction. For

recursive diagnoses like this case, the factor used in Equation 3 is the probability of the

indicating diagnosis. Recursive diagnoses will be discussed further in 2.3.2.
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Diagnosis, n maxScore

(n pro]

maxScore

(n, con]

Probability Improbability

Muscle rigidity 1 0 1.000 0.000

Pneumothorax 4 0 0.625 0.000

Respiratory obstruction 4 0 0.500 0.000

Pulmonary embolism 16 0 0.125 0.000

Backward failure 9 20 0.111 0.183

Diffusion defect 5 18 0.200 0.444

Table 2: maxScore and (im)probability values for Low compliance example

Indicator/Rule ruleFi red? Weight indices
(n = pulmonazy_embolism]

Low saturation No 2 4

Forward failure No 3 2

Low compliance Yes 3 2

Low or falling ETCO2 No 2 4

Increase in blood pressure No 2 4

Total (maxScore(n, pro]) 16

Table 3: Pulmonary embolism probability computation for Low compliance example

This algorithm worked quite well as intended. In the attempt to improve the completeness

of the production rules, improve the quality of information provided by the DSS, and

ameliorate the usability of the DSS by improving the user interface, a number of design

decisions were made. Some of these decisions were by design in order to improve the

DSS while others were consequences of other decisions. In the next sub-sections, we

shall discuss some of these decisions — those that are crucial and affect the working of the

DSS and the quality of the information displayed by Diagnesia but first let us discuss the

approach used in order to carry out our research and/or make decision that we think will

help us achieve the intended goal.
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2.2 Study Approach and Technique

Since the late 1960s it has been regularly predicted that computers would have a

revolutionary impact on the provision of health care and medical decision-making [10].

Research in other areas has found that one of the many reasons for the slow introduction

of such systems is a failure to take account of user attitudes and expectations [11]. In

order to have a good understanding of the user attitudes and expectations, a number of

approaches were used.

Pott, Fetchenhauer, and Ballast used results from naturalistic, observational research in

the operating theatre, expert interviews, and group discussions to identify the

determinants of situation awareness of the anesthetist. Furthermore, they developed a

questionnaire, which was distributed among anesthetists by e-mail, to gain detailed

information about the decision making process of anesthetists. They received 245

completed questionnaires from 29 different countries [12].

Constanze Pott (a cognitive ergonomist) and I interviewed a senior anesthetist (Bert

Ballast) from the university hospital and discussed about the production rules used by

Diagnesia. We also used the observation method by watching a number of operations to

get a better understanding of the situation of the anesthetist during operations. We

attended a simulation session where rare complications of anesthesia could be simulated

using an anesthesia simulator at the hospital. For completeness, a number of rules were

got from a textbook on Anesthesia [13].

A lot of design decisions that were made while working on the prototype are Ballast's

ideas. It is rather interesting to see that at some point, he changed his mind about certain

issues because he has thought about it in a different way. An example of such a case is

with the weights attached to the indicators that we kept changing as we continuously

tested the prototype. It is therefore highly recommended that Diagnesia be tested with

other experts in order to observe their opinions about the working of the intended DSS.
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On addition to ensuring that Diagnesia presents the expected (relevant) information, the

way this information is presented is also very important. We got some input from a

usability class in the Department of Artificial Intelligence of the University of Groningen

on the way this information should be presented as will be discussed later in 2.5. All

these approaches were intended to help us have a good understanding of the user attitudes

towards and expectations from the DSS.

2.3 Key Design Decisions and Assumptions

In this section we discuss a number of problems that were faced in our attempt to

improve the existing prototype. These include: probability as the main metric for

likelihood of a diagnosis; recursion (diagnoses indicating other diagnoses); meaning

attached to indicator weights; single indicator diagnoses; non measurable variables;

unavailable measurements; icon production rules. The following sub-sections describe

how each of these cases was handled.

2.3.1 Probability As The Main Metric

Diagnesia supports the anesthetist's decision making by suggesting a number of

diagnoses. Perhaps only one of these is relevant for the anesthetist to diagnose the

situation; however Diagnesia cannot be entirely selective, as it would then be assuming

the decision-making. The challenge therefore that comes with support systems that deal

with multiple disorders is the metric used to give the different options a ranking.

According to Szolovits and Pauker [14], nearly all early programs that dealt with several

disorders were successful in diagnosing only diseases without overlapping findings.

These programs assumed that all hypotheses were competitors and attempted to identif'

the single most likely diagnosis. Only after the first diagnosis was confirmed did they

attempt to make a second diagnosis based on the residual findings, a process that was

repeated as long as there were findings not accounted for by an already confirmed

diagnosis. Such a sequential approach contains a major flaw: because the program

initially has no way of recognizing that more than one disorder exists, findings that are

not relevant to the primary disorder can easily confound the diagnostic process [21].
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On the other hand, Szolovits et al. [21] state that: to deal with diseases whose findings

overlap or interact, a program's best strategy is to use pathophysiologic reasoning that

links diseases and findings through a network of causal relations. Through this

mechanism, which emulates expert human performance, the program can create a

composite hypothesis that attempts to explain all of the clinical findings. If several

combinations of diseases are consistent with available information, several competing

composite hypotheses must be constructed. This process cannot be done in the same

fashion as with individual disease hypotheses. Descriptions of individual diseases can be

created in advance and made available on demand. Potential composite hypotheses must

instead be fashioned on an individual basis from the findings in a particular case.

The approach taken in Diagnesia is a combination of these two. In Diagnesia, each

fired rule suggests a hypothesis (or a number of hypotheses). By presenting each

disorder with its level of likelihood, the DSS makes some selectivity to some extent even

though this selectivity is entirely made by the anesthetist. On addition, more than one rule

can be fired at the same time. Since each of these hypotheses claim to be of relevancy, we

choose to find out the chance (or probability) that one or more of them makes a correct

claim. The 5 most probable diagnoses are thus determined by selecting the top most 5

diagnoses when arranged in descending order of the difference: probability —

improbability. For instance, if diagnosis A has probability of 1 and improbability 0.5 and

diagnosis B has probability 0.6 with improbability 0, diagnosis B will have higher

precedence than A in this list. Since the DSS presents a number of most likely disorders,

the idea of considering a possibility of multiple disorders has also been adopted. One

assumption to note here is that "the difference probability — improbability is a good

representation of the most probable diagnosis" and therefore provides relevant

information to the anesthetist.

As described in this section, in order to reach a likely diagnostic suggestion, Diagnesia

uses estimated probabilities even though other scoring schemes do exist. The commonest

scheme quantifies the frequency with which each finding is associated with a given
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disease [15, 16, 14, 7] and simply sums the weights assigned to such findings. A more

sophisticated version of this strategy makes formal use of Bayes' theorem [17, 18, 191.

According to [15, 16, 17, 201, the diagnostic investigation is typically terminated when

the score, or a value for the probability, has reached some predetermined threshold.

2.3.2 Recursion

The list of diagnoses and respective indicators presented in Appendix B shows that some

diagnoses are actually indicators for other diagnoses. These cases are handled using some

sort of recursion when estimating the probabilities and improbabilities.

Szolovits et al. [21] states that to deal with the circumstance in which one disease

influences the clinical presentation of another, a program must have the capacity to

reason from cause to effect. Moreover, the required pathophysiologic knowledge must be

organized in a hierarchical fashion so that the information becomes more detailed as one

progresses to deeper levels of the knowledge base. Quantitative information, or rough

qualitative estimates, must also be added to the causal links if the program is to separate

the contribution of each of several disorders to a complex clinical picture.

In Diagnesia, recursion has been handled up to a maximum of 4 levels, although the

design allows addition of more recursion levels. An example is Tension pneumothorax

which is indicated by Pneumothorax, indicated by Bronchospasm, indicated by

Respiratory obstruction, indicated by Hypercapnia primarily indicated by High ETCO2.

When estimating the probabilities of these diagnoses (except for Hypercapnia), the

factor used in Equation 3 and Equation 5 is the probability of the indicating diagnosis.

The rule in question is fired only if this probability of the indicating diagnosis is at least a

certain threshold (25%). This way, the probability of the recursively indicated diagnosis

can never be 100% if the only indicating diagnosis (even if it has highest weight) is not

100%.
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2.3.3 Indicator Weights

Appendix B contains a list of diagnoses and their respective indicators. On addition, it

contains a weight attached to each indicator that reflects the strength with which the

indicator contributes to the (im)probability of the diagnosis.

In the example presented earlier in 2.1.3, this meaning was not adopted but rather a

simple geometric progression (Equation 1) that only ensured that I is strongest and 4 is

weakest. In this section, this idea is extended to ensure the weights reflect the intended

meaning as described at the beginning of Appendix B.

This new meaning of weights helps to provide more precise information about how much

an indicator may contribute to the estimated (im)probability of a diagnosis. For example

if all indicators that we know for a certain diagnosis are not enough to estimate l00%

probability even when they are all fired, the old weight meaning could give 100%

probability simply because all rules are fired. Now, this can be controlled by limiting the

total percentage contribution of the weights to the estimated probability as will be

presented in 2.4.

In this method, each set of indicators have a maximum probability they may raise. For

example, any indicator with weight of I may raise up to 100% probability irrespective of

how many other indicators there are, for the same diagnoses, and what contribution they

make. For the weight of 2, all indicators with this same weight may collectively

contribute up to 100% probability. Thus, a case where there is only one indicator with a

weight of 2 for a certain diagnosis, this weight carries the same meaning as if the

indicator had a weight of 1.

This newly adopted meaning of weights is intended to increase the selectivity of the DSS.

It is therefore very important to carry out tests with a number of anesthetists to ensure

that the DSS is selective enough. A change in an indicator weight caused a big difference

in the computation of the (im)probabilities therefore these weights should be well

thought.
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2.3.4 Single Indicator Diagnoses

As mentioned earlier, the possibility of displaying a certain diagnosis from the set is

dependant on the truth of the indicating arguments or indicators. There are a number of

diagnoses with only one indicator. These include bradycardia (low heart rate),

hypertension (high blood pressure), hypotension (low blood pressure), tachycardia (high

heart rate), hypercapnia (high ETCO2), hypocapnia (low ETCO2), and hypoxemia (low

saturation). Such diagnoses have a very high chance of having a probability of 100%

once its only argument is true. Since the indicator is the only and confirmatory, it may

have the highest weight thereby causing the probability of the diagnosis in question to

raise drastically once the corresponding rule is fired. Note that this only indicator may

be an indicator for some other (not single indicator) diagnosis although not with as much

strength as for the one where it is the only and confirmatory.

Let us take an example of tachycardia, which is indicated by high heart rate. There are

many other cases involving high heart rate. One of these is low anesthesia, which is, on

addition, indicated by high blood pressure and low amplitude pulse oximeter. Now, in

case the heart rate is high and the blood pressure is high as well, which of these cases is

more important to note?

i. High heart rate is indicating tachycardia.

ii. High blood pressure is indicating hypertension.

iii. The combination of high heart rate and high blood pressure is indicating

low anesthesia.

Surely, the first two hypotheses will be supported by a 100% probability where as the last

one may be supported by a probability less than 100% (except if the weights if the

indicators in question are high enough). The goal of the DSS is to provide relevant

information. In this example, it is more relevant to display low anesthesia since the single

indicator diagnoses are more obvious to anesthetists because of their one-to-one mapping

between the raw data (indicator) and the diagnosis. We need to modify the algorithm so

I
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that it makes single indicator diagnoses less probable when more essential symptoms for

other diagnoses are found.

The design decision made here therefore is to only display single indicator diagnoses if

and only if the indicating indicator is the only variable out of range in the entire set of

variables. Should there be a second variable out of range, then the single indicator

diagnosis is never displayed on the screen. In the example above, tachycardia will only be

displayed if the blood pressure was normal and no other variable except heart rate is out

of range. However, the probability is computed as expected (and may be 100%) and can

be used in the computation in case the single indicating diagnoses recursively indicates

another diagnosis.

This design decision leads to an interesting scenario: Let us assume that more than one

variable is out of range, all these variables are indicators for single indicator diagnoses,

and that these indicators are indicators to only one diagnosis each. With the decision

above, none of these diagnoses will be displayed since none of them satisfies the

condition that its indicating variable is the only one out of range! Incidentally, in

Diagnesia's set of diagnoses, there exists no such case. We therefore did not make a

decision on how to handle it even though in this scenario, the only available information

is about these supported single indicator diagnoses and we think it would be relevant to

display this information.

2.3.5 Non Measurable (Observable) Variables

Diagnesia uses a number of variables to test the truth of the corresponding rules (or

indicators). The probability of a diagnosis is then estimated depending on the number of

rules for the diagnosis that evaluate to true and their corresponding weights. However

some rules cannot be evaluated because the DSS is not in position to read the variables

concerned or to make the necessary observation. For example the DSS cannot tell

whether or not the patient is sweating. These rules are important and may be needed to

confirm certain diagnoses. Table 4 shows a list of such indicators that cannot be tested by

the DSS without the anesthetist's intervention.
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At the moment, we are unable to directly measure these variables. Perhaps it is possible

to investigate the possibilities of measuring them but in the scope of our study the cost of

this investigation may not be worthwhile. Some of them probably can be computed from

some other information measured from the monitoring devices. Nevertheless, the DSS is

designed in such a way that it is not hard to add more indicators. Actually, the list in

Table 4 is already in the system but one simply needs to change its type from observable

to measurable.

Indicator Diagnosis

Checkable on the user interface

Mottled skin Malignant hyperthermia

Sweating Malignant hyperthermia

Alert message in status bar

Irregular ECG Arrhythmia

ECG ST-segment changes Myocardial ischaemia

Expiratory wheeze Bronchospasm

Unequal air entry and/or chest movement andlor breathing

sounds absent in one lung

Pneumothorax

Prolonged expiratory phase Respiratory obstruction

Upwardly sloping ETCO2 plateau Respiratory obstruction

Skin erythema Hypersensitivity reaction

Angio-oedema Hypersensitivity reaction

Severe metabolic and respiratory acidosis Malignant hyperthermia

Other

Widening of the QRS complex on the ECG Hyponatraemia

Table 4: Observable indicators

These indicators have further been categorized into three groups: one group can be

observed, checked on the user interface, and considered in probability computations;

another group cannot be considered when estimating probabilities but can be highlighted

U
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in the status bar of the user interface when there is suspicion that is should be observed;

the last group is not considered at all by the DSS.

Checkable on the user interface. In this category, a checkbox has been provided on the

user interface (input screen) for inputting such information to the DSS. For instance if the

anesthetist realizes that the patient is sweating, he/she simply needs to check the box

provided for sweating and the DSS will take it into account when estimating the

(im)probabilities of diagnoses. This method is not so user friendly and was limited to

only two indicators (Mottled skin, Sweating) since one has to remember to uncheck such

checkboxes when the observed action stops.

Alert message in status bar: As the number of observable indicators increased, the

method described above could not be used anymore. Another mechanism was devised. A

status bar was added at the bottom of the output screen of the DSS. When the diagnosis

indicated by an observable indicator is supported by any other measurable indicator with

a probability greater than 0 (zero) and qualifies to be among the probable diagnoses, then

we can advise the anesthetist to check the observable indicator. We do this by putting

some text in the status bar explaining what to observe and for what diagnosis. This text

will disappear as long as the diagnosis in question loses the support. The text should

slowly scroll to the left when it is too much to be accommodated in the available space of

the status bar. A sample display of this feature will be presented in 3.1.

Other. The method described above can only work if the diagnosis indicated by the

observable indicator has at least one other measurable indicator. Otherwise it will never

get a chance of displaying its help information since it cannot raise any probability

greater than zero. For such cases therefore where the only indicator known for a

diagnosis is an observable indicator, we did not implement in the system. According to

Table 4, the system cannot know that there is a widening of the QRS complex on the ECG

and since this is the only indicator we had for hyponatraemia, the diagnosis

(hyponatraemia) is not in the set of 36 catered for in Diagnesia.
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On addition to the diagnosis affected by the Other category above, Diagnesia does not

cater for hemorrhage. This is also due to the unease of measuring the disorder.

Hemorrhage is a copious discharge of blood from the blood vessels. According to a

textbook of anesthesia [13], blood loss can be estimated by weighing swabs, measuring

the volume of blood in suction bottles and assessing the clinical response to fluid therapy.

Estimation is always difficult where large volumes of irrigation fluid have been used, e.g.

during transurethral resection of the prostate. Intra-operative measurement of hemoglobin

concentration may aid estimation of blood loss and guide therapy.

2.3.6 Unavailable Measurements

Diagnesia is designed to be integrated with the current systems in order to automatically

read the input variables. However in normal cases, where there is no need for extra

monitoring, the standard set of monitoring variables may be measured and are available.

Pulmonary artery pressures, cardiac output, invasive blood pressure (measured with a

catheter inside the artery), central venous pressure are only measured on strict indication

as they are invasive measurements requiring the insertion of catheters; so these variables

are not available in the routine case. Core and peripheral temperature, diuresis and fluid

balance can be measured in all cases if necessary but will not be measured and/or notified

in many small and uncomplicated cases.

Alternatively, a variable may not be read because of a failure in the integration software,

disconnection or damage in cables or any other computer and/or connection failures. In

such cases, we think it is wise to assume that the variable in question is simply not being

measured.

Because of this uncertainty of which variable is available for measurement, the DSS is

designed in such a way that every variable may or may not be available at a certain point

in time. When a variable is unavailable for measurement (irrespective of the cause), the

DSS drops all rules related to the variables from the set of rules to be considered. We

simply assume that we know nothing about it. In fact, we don't know if it is normal or

out of range. If a diagnosis indicated by such a variable is supported by some probability
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high enough to qualify it among the probably diagnoses (despite the absence of at least

one of its indicators), the DSS will show that the corresponding rule for the unavailable

variable was not fired.

This method affects the algorithm for the estimation of (im)probabilities since the

weights are assigned and thought about with the assumption that we have all the

indicators contributing to the (im)probability of the diagnosis. It should also be noted that

this might make a certain diagnosis become single indicator if one of two of its indicators

becomes unavailable for measurement however such cases were not handled as single

indicator cases.

2.3.7 Icon Production Rules

The DSS uses a set of icons to represent the urgent state of the patient. Although these

icons are also grouped in the same categories as the diagnoses, their production rules are

completely separate from the rules of diagnoses. The production rules used for icons are

derived directly from the indicators and not from the probable diagnoses (see Appendix

C).

Now, taking a closer look at the Anesthesia category, it is interesting to note that the DSS

could easily come up with a scenario in which the patient has a low sleeping depth and at

the same time a low awakening. This can be obtained in case these two rules are fired

at the same time: High MAC (indicator for sleeping depth) and Low amplitude pulse

oximeter (indicator for awakening). This is a contradiction because one is not expected to

have an increasing depth of anesthesia and at the same time waking up! However, since it

is a possible scenario according to the rules built into the system, a decision of handling

this case had to be made.

Since it is more dangerous for a patient to wake up without the knowledge of the

anesthetist then sleeping a bit more, it was decided that the awaking alarm overrides the

one of sleeping depth. So, if such a scenario ever arose, the awakening icon will move to

reflect the state of the patient along the dimension.
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2.4 New Computational Methods and Models

In this section, we discuss the modifications made to the algorithm used to compute the

probabilities and improbabilities of the diagnoses. This is a fundamental aspect of

Diagnesia as it affects the relevancy of the information displayed on the user interface.

The prototype was upgraded to Delphi 2005 in order to have access to more functionality

of the language available in this version than was available in Delphi 5.

The rule object is modified by adding a parameter (shown in bold) called 'available' that

tells us whether or not we have data available to measure the variable in question. The

new object now looks like:

rule = object
name : string; II name of the rule

indices : array[l. .N] of integer; II N: no of diagnoses

factor : real;

ruleFired : boolean; 1/ is the rule fired?

available : boolean;

procedure mit;
procedure setlndex(diagnose,weight:integer);

procedure update Diagnoses;

End;

available is set to true when the data is available and false otherwise. Unavailability of

input data is discussed in 2.3.6. All other parameters are maintained and continue to serve

the primary purpose they were intended for, with modifications to suit the new design

decisions.

The maxScore array is extended to three dimensions in order to give the weights a new

meaning — the meaning described in Appendix B. It now has the following definition:

MaxScore : array[l. .N,pro. .con,l. .maxWeight] of integer;
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where maxweight is the maximum value of Equation 1 for possible values if index. You

may realize that when a diagnosis has more than one indicator with a weight of 1, this

solution does not handle this scenario quite well because they all have one maxScore

value and will only raise a probability of 100% if all are fired with their maximum

factor. This is further solved by making each indicator with weight I have its own

maxScore and considering one with the highest probability. This way as soon as any one

of them raises 100%, the diagnosis (im)probability will definitely be 100%.

setlndex (diagnose, weight) still takes two arguments; the diagnosis in question

and the weight with which this indicator contributes to its (im)probability. It then

computes the index value for the diagnosis (using Equation 1) and updates the

appropriate element in maxscore for the corresponding weight. Equation 2 becomes:

Equation 4: maxScore [diagnose, pro Icon, 0 +1- indices[diagnose]J :=

maxScore [diagnose, pro Icon, 0 +1- indices[diagnose]] +1- indices[diagnose]

with pro and '+' when index > 0 (probability), con and '-' when index < 0

(improbability) as before.

A new global maximum probability control variable, gpMax (like the pMax array for

diagnoses), is now introduced (Equation 5) to control the maximum (im)probability of

the indicators in order to reflect the meaning described in 2.3.3. Its declaration is as

follows:

gpMax : array[l. .maxWeightj of real = (0.25,0.5,0,1,0,0,0,1);

Lastly, each rule now cumulatively builds the (im)probability for each diagnosis, n, by

calling its updateDiagnoses () procedure. Equation 3 is then replaced by these two

equations:

Equation 5: p gpMax[0 +1- indices[n]] *

indices[n]
d[n].pMax[prolcon] * factor *

___________________________________

max Score[n, pro I con,0 ± indices[n]]

Equation 6: d[nJ.kans[probJ := d[n].kans[prob] +1- p
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with pro and '+' when indices[n] > 0, con and '-' when indices[n] < 0. The diagnosis

object, d, has been extended with a new integer parameter, index (in bold), which

uniquely identifies a diagnosis. It now contains the following with elements:

diagnosis = object
naam : string; II name of the diagnosis

categorie : string;
kans : array[pro. . con] of real; II probability
pMax:array[pro. . con] of real; II maximum probability. Mostly '1'

index : integer; // unique identifier of a diagnosis

End;

There are a number of other modifications that have not been presented directly in this

chapter. Such modifications may be attributed to the inner working of specific modules,

functions, or the user interface. The main intention here is for the reader to have an

abstract understanding of how the algorithm used in the estimation of diagnosis

(im)probabilities works. In the next sub-section, we look at an example to help us get an

idea of how the methods presented in this chapter help us estimate the (im)probabilities.

2.4.1 Example (reworked)

Now let us revisit our Low compliance example. We shall replace Equation 2 with

Equation 4, Equation 3 with Equation 5 and Equation 6. So we only consider Equation 1,

Equation 4, Equation 5, and Equation 6 since they implement this modification to the

indicator weights. Remember that in the example, we considered a scenario where all

indicators have normal values except that the compliance is low. Compliance is an

indicator for pulmonary embolism, respiratory obstruction, pneumothorax, diffusion

defect, backward, and muscle rigidity according to Appendix B. As before, we have the

following rules fired: -

i. Low compliance

ii. High saturation ( normal saturation. Counter indicator for backward

failure, hypervolemia, severe hypervolemia, bad ventilation, and diffusion

defect)
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iii. Normal heart rate (counter indicator for backward and forward failure)

iv. Normal blood pressure (counter indicator for backward failure, forward

failure, and hypervolemia)

v. Normal heart rate and blood pressure (counter indicator for backward

failure, forward failure, and hypervolemia)

vi. Normal MAC (counter indicator for deep anesthesia)

And it still follows that the rule Low compliance is fired with a factor equal to 1 and

forthis rule we have that:

I for n = backwardfailure, dffusion defect, and muscle rigidity
indices[n]

= 1
2 for pulmonary embolism, pneumothorax, and respiratory obstruction
0 elsewhere.

With the new computations, Table 5 shows the respective values in the maxScore array

and the corresponding probabilities and improbabilities for the diagnoses in question. n

represents any diagnosis. Only the I, 4th and
8th positions of the maxScore array are

presented since these are the only possible values of Equation I and therefore the only

used locations of the array. Let's again take a closer look at the computations of the

probability of pulmonary embolism. In Table 6, we have the indicators (or rules) for

pulmonary embolism, their corresponding weights, and index values for each of the

rules as computed by Equation 1. Since only one of these five rules (Low compliance),

whose index value is 2, has been fired, the probability of pulmonary embolism is 0.5 *
1

2*
1

* — = 0.25 (Equation 5) as shown in Table 5.

Correspondingly, if the compliance were to be low normal, Equation 5 would be used

with a factor of V2 making the probability 0.125. The corresponding probability of

hypersensitivity reaction is 1
* I * 0.5 * = 0.5 due to bronchospasm that has a

probability of I * I * 0.5 * = 0.5 caused by the probability of respiration obstruction.
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Diagnosis,,, maxScore

(n, pro]

mazScore

(n, con]

Probability Improbability

Pneumothorax {2, 2, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0) 0.500 0.000

Respiratory obstruction (2, 2, 0, 0) {0, 0, 0, 0) 0.500 0.000

Muscle rigidity (1,0,0,0) (0, 0,0,0) 0.250 0.000

Pulmonary embolism (0, 4,12,0) (0, 0, 0, 8) 0.250 0.000

Backward failure {1, 0,8,0) (2,10,8,0) 0.250 0.383

Diffusion defect { 1, 0, 4, 0) (0, 2, 0, 8) 0.250 1.000

Table 5: maxScore and (im)probabihty values for Low compliance example revised

IndicatorfRule ruleFired? Weight inces
(n = pulmonary_embolism]

Low saturation No 2 4

Forward failure No 3 2

Low compliance Yes 3 2

Low or falling ETCO2 No 2 4

Increase in blood pressure No 2 4

Total (maxScore (n, pro]) {0, 4, 12, 0)

Table 6: Pulmonary embolism probability computation for Low compliance example revised

The big differences in the probabilities of the diagnoses in question when compared with

those in Table 2 show that the weights attached to an indicator has very significant

implication and should be well thought. On addition, the meaning attached to the weights

is also a great contributor to the working of the (im)probability estimation algorithm.

2.5 User Interface

In this section, we look at a number of aspects considered when designing or making

modifications to the user interface. The user interface is an important aspect of the

system. It is through this interface that Diagnesia keeps the user informed about what is

going on through appropriate feedback within reasonable time. Diagnesia is designed in
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such a way that the information displayed can easily refresh every so often by setting a

value of the refresh timer.

The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar

to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making

information appear in a natural and logical order. The terms and/or abbreviations used to

describe diagnoses, indicators (or arguments), and so on are those that anesthetists are

familiar with, taken from literature of anesthesiology.

The previous version of the DSS contained one major screen (Figure 4) that showed the

variation of the indicator valuables and a display of the diagnoses as (im)probabilities are

being continuously generated whenever a variable changes its value. The left hand side of

the figure shows some of the variables being monitored. These include (central venous

pressure, saturation, amplitude pulse oximeter, etcetera). The right hand side shows some

top most and bottom least diagnoses in descending order of probability — improbability.

In the figure, forward failure is top most (most probable) and disconnection is bottom

least (least probable).
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Figure 4: First version of user interface showing split point
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The current user interface contains two major screens as a result of the split shown in

Figure 4 (as a tearing of the image) intended to separate the indicators from the

diagnoses. One screen now contains the input variables (or indicators) and the other is for

displaying most probable diagnoses. We shall refer to the former as the input screen and

the latter as the output screen. The input screen was primarily intended for testing or

simulation purposes and does not show the information intended for the anesthetist. For

testing purposes, one can change the values of the indicators and observe the effect it has

on the output screen. Indeed, the input screen should be hidden when the DSS is

integrated with the monitoring interface(s) which feed(s) it with the values of these

valuables. This separation also allowed simulations where a number of variables can be

changed with a button to trigger the computation of the (im)probabilities after the desired

change. In this section, we shall focus on the expectation from the output screen, which

displays information in such a summarized format that enhances the anesthetist's

decision making.

It is also very important that the information displayed on the interface is actually

relevant to the anesthetist. Although he/she should be able to request for additional

information, what has been displayed should give a good idea of what the state of the

patient is. The next sub-sections describe the approach used to ensure relevancy of the

information displayed by the output screen of the DSS.

2.5.1 Probabilities and Improbabilities

Diagnesia uses probability as a measure of the most likely diagnosis. The probability and

improbability of a diagnosis is expressed as a measure of the fraction of the number of

arguments that evaluate to true, to the total number of arguments for or against the

diagnosis in question. However, this is not entirely true because we have to put into

consideration the actual value of each argument and its weight. The treatment of indicator

weights will be discusses in 2.3.3.
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When designing the way Diagnesia displays both the probability and improbability, our

intention was to make it easy for one to distinguish between the two. Although the

probability may be superimposed on the screen more than the improbability, the

improbability is also very important and should not be neglected. Use of different colors

was one idea of differentiating the probability from improbability. Figure 2 shows the

first version of the display suggested for presenting the probability and improbability.

However, this method had limitations when we wanted to add historical data as explained

in 2.1.2.

A new approach was adopted in order to present to the anesthetist previous states of the

patient as well as the current. Among other ideas was the adoption of a pie chart like

diagram as shown in Figure 5. The idea was to divide the whole circle along a vertical

diameter and fill the right hand side with the probability while the improbability fills on

the left hand side from bottom to up depending on the value of the (im)probability. Then

by drawing rings (filled up to the corresponding value) around the circle that start large

and keep reducing in size as you go away from the centre of the circle, we could present

the historical data on the same diagram. One of the important issues here was to ensure

that the current state of the patient is superimposed more than the previous (historical)

states.

100

Figure 5: One of attempts to improve display of probabilities and improbabilities

With help from a usability class in the Department of Artificial Intelligence of the

University of Groningen, the approach shown in Figure 3 was adopted. In order to put
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more emphasis on the current state of the patient, the scale on the graph was later

changed to a logarithmic one as will be shown in Chapter 3.

Yes, Diagnesia can suggest diagnoses with corresponding probabilities and

improbabilities, but f I really want to find out how it came to such a conclusion?

Anesthetists want to be aware of the situation as clear as possible. As said earlier, it is

very important that the information supplied by the DSS does not conflict with the

strategies of the anesthetist. It should therefore be possible for the system to display

summarized and clear information that explains how it comes to the suggested

conclusion. The arguments for (indicators) and against (counter indicators) should be

displayable when requested and one should be able to tell which of these were used.

2.5.2 Observation

Diagnesia displays a number of probable diagnoses. On addition, Diagnesia selects and

highlights the most probable diagnosis, but at the anesthetist's will, he/she can override

this selection. This could be because the anesthetist chooses to observe the pattern of the

likelihood for a certain diagnosis, which may not be displayed among the probable

diagnoses. This can be relevant when the anesthetist expects or suspects something to

happen because of his/her knowledge about the patient's health condition, past

experience, action taken by the surgeon, or any other factors that may cause the

anesthetist's suspicion. When this happens, all information concerning the chosen

diagnosis, should be automatically refreshed every now and then. The anesthetist can still

choose to alter the choice and now observe the patterns of another diagnosis causing the

system to now keep him/her updated with information about the newly selected

diagnosis.

When the anesthetist chooses to observe the pattern of the likelihood of a certain

diagnosis, the DSS continues to continuously estimate probabilities and improbabilities

irrespective of what is being observed. The design of this display should therefore be

such that, it is easy to recognize the most likely diagnosis from the likely list

continuously being presented by the system.
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2.5.3 Urgent state icons

In 1.1, we discussed some states of the patient. We noted that the state of the patient may

be unfamiliar to the anesthetist and, in such cases, there is not enough time to investigate

the cause of the problem. The anesthetist needs to give a treatment in order to bring back

the patient's state to normal. In this state, it is important for the anesthetist to have an

idea of what category the problem is and the extent to which it is life threatening. Is it a

Cardiovascular, Respiratory, or Anesthesia depth problem? If we have a problem in

more that one of these categories, where do we have more urgency?

Diagnesia uses icons to display the state of the patient along these three dimensions; the

heart (for indicating problems with the cardiovascular system), lungs (for the respiratory

system) and eye (for the depth of anesthesia). By moving the icon for a particular

category to some direction, it should indicate more life threatening situations where as the

withdrawal to the opposite direction should indicate more stable state. The icons

represent four states of the respective dimension: normal (not life threatening), low,

intermediate, and high (life threatening). The production rules for these icons are

presented in Appendix C.

In this chapter we have presented the methods used by Diagnesia to estimate probabilities

and improbabilities. We also discussed a number of design decisions made during our

study and the modifications made to the prototype in order to realize these decisions.

With the modifications presented herein, the intention is to improve the quality of

information and usability aspects of the DSS. In the next chapter, we present the results

of these methods and an approach for testing the results.
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Chapter 3 Results

3.1 Usability

This chapter presents the prototype and how it conveys the relevant information to the

Anesthetist using the methods presented in the previous chapter. Recall that the first

version of the prototype had a screen that showed the variation of the indicators and at the

same time the output information. Figure 6 shows an extract of a snapshot. As explained

in 2.5, one of the improvements was to separate the input information from the output

information. The current version therefore consists of two important screens; the input

and output screen. Our focus in this chapter is on the results obtained on the output

screen.
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Figure 7 shows a complete snapshot of the output screen of Diagnesia. In the top left

corner are the icons used to reflect the patient's state along the three dimensions: the

heart, lungs, and eye as mentioned earlier in 2.5.3. The further the icon moves to the right

the more critical the state of the patient. The previous state of the icon is shown by a

faded version of the icon and an arrow to show the trend. In order to provide more

infonnation along with the movement of the icon, the criticality of the situation has been
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coded with visual effects: the heart "breaks", the lungs turn black, and the eye either

opens (J)atient is waking up - not in picture) or one of two typical electroencephalogram

(EEG) curves for deep anesthesia is superimposed on the closed eye icon. Clicking on

any of the icons displays the production rules used to determine the state of the icon

group in question.
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Figure 7: Diagnesia user interface

In the lower section of the screen, the system displays up to five diagnoses that might

further explain the state of the patient. These diagnoses are initially arranged in order of

(probability — improbability) however when the system re-computes the (im)probabilities

and has to replace one or more of the currently displayed five diagnoses, the one with the
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smallest difference will be replaced first without re-ordering the diagnoses. This prevents

movement of the graphs considering that one may be observing a particular graph. In

addition, the name of the new entrant to the list is displayed in bold font to reflect the

change. Note that the scale is now logarithmic since the current values might be of more

importance than the historical ones. Also, the improbability graph is no longer in blue as

shown in Chapter 2 but rather in green. More will be discussed about the color-coding

towards the end of this section.

In the top right corner of the screen is highlighted the first likely diagnosis however, the

anesthetist may decide to instead observe another diagnosis by selecting its name from

the drop-down list above the graph. This list now has a total of 36 diagnoses. When this

happens, the system doesn't override the selected diagnosis with any other until the

anesthetist decides to (by selecting another one from the list). Further more the category

of the selected diagnosis is shown besides the select box. For Hypervolemia (in Figure 7),

we have Cardiovascular System.

Below the graph are the arguments for (indicators) and arguments against (counter

indicators) that the system has used to approximate the current (im)probability of the

selected diagnosis. A checked box against the (counter) indicator implies that the rule for

that (counter) indicator is fired.

Color-coding: Appendix B groups all the diagnoses in four different categories namely

cardiovascular, respiratory, anesthesia, and others. Each of these categories is assigned a

color-code. That is to say, red for cardiovascular, blue for respiratory, brown for

anesthesia, and black (default) for others. The names of the diagnoses against their

corresponding graphs are printed in the respective color using this scheme. In Figure 7,

we have a lot of red diagnoses thus a possible reason for the broken heart.

On addition, there are two more colors that are coded on this interface. Orange is used in

the graphs to display the probability where as green is for the improbability. This

corresponds to the headings Evidence For and Evidence Against.
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These colors used were specifically chosen with reasons: red for the color of blood; blue

for air (respiratory system); brown being the color of anesthetic bottles; orange for being

bright; green is used to show OK (or GO for instance on traffic lights). The use of a

shaded orange graph with a green line is to make a clear distinction between the

probability and improbability.

Lastly we have a status bar that gives extra information to the anesthetist. As mentioned

earlier, the probabilities and improbabilities are estimated using data generated from

monitoring devices however, some information (indicator variables) that could be used to

verify a certain diagnosis can only be observed by the anesthetist (see 2.3.5). We display

such information in the status bar at the bottom of the screen. In Figure 7, we advise the

anesthetist to check ECG ST-segment changes and Arrhythmia (Irregular ECG), which

are indicators for Myocardial ischaemia although its probability has been computed based

on the values of Forward failure and Backward failure.

3.2 Tests

In order to test our hypothesis stated in 1.4, an approach for testing the prototype was

formulated. In this section, present this approach and how/why the results expected can

be a basis of an evaluation of the aspects of the DSS that we intend to test. Recall that our

intention is to test if the DSS gives a representation of a given state of the patient add that

this state can be traced back to the patient's data.

3.2.1 Introduction

One of the factors that influence this representation given by the DSS is the accuracy of

the information it uses to make calculations. It has already been stressed that the weights

of the indicators are very vital and should be well thought because these are inputs to the

DSS and tremendously influence the output of the DSS. Secondly, the algorithm used to

make the calculations should be tested to ensure that the output matches with what is

expected. It is also necessary to test if this algorithm gives a good estimation of the

likelihood that the disorder suggested is actually the correct one.
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The input screen of Diagnesia comprises of patient data and is a duplication of the

information displayed on the monitoring devices. This screen therefore is not relevant to

the anesthetist. For purposes of comparison with patient data, a clinical picture like the

one in Figure 8 was designed by Ballast. He developed a simulation of the state of art

monitoring devices to combine monitoring on one screen. This picture is therefore not a

real monitor screen but a simulated screen obtained by combining displays from different

monitoring devices — those presented in Chapter 1. So, this clinical picture displays data

in such a way that anesthetists are already familiar with. By use of such a simulated

picture, we can easily alter the input data (which input data can also be fed into the

prototype) and simulate cases of disorders for testing purposes.
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Figure 8 Simulated anesthesia monitoring display

Figure 8 is a simulation of bad ventilation (or hypoventilation). Indicators of bad

ventilation include low saturation and high ETCO2 whereas counter indicators include

high saturation and low ETCO2. In this figure, the heart rate is 94 bpm; saturation is 96%;

ETCO2 is 5.7 kPa; peak airway pressure is 16 cmH2O; positive end-expiratory pressure

(PEEP) is 0; systolic blood pressure is 132 mmHg; diastolic blood pressure is 88 mmHg;

oxygen concentration is 40%; tidal volume (expiratory amount of air of one single

breath) is 213 ml; respiratory rate (number of breaths per minute) is 16. The amplitude of

the plethysmogram is displayed in the shape of the curve only.
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Using this picture, we can present a patient state, simulate the same state using Diagnesia,

and test whether or not the state given by Diagnesia is a representation of the patient state

on the clinical picture. This picture can also be used to compare the reaction of the

anesthetists when presented with the picture and when presented with a screen shot

(,erhaps of the same intended state) from Diagnesia.

3.2.2 Pre-test

In order to ensure that the clinical picture presented in 3.2.1 is a representation of the

monitoring devices (in other words, gives the same amount of information) and that

anesthetists would have the same reaction when presented with the same picture, Ballast

conducted a test. In his test, he simulated 12 disorders and presented the corresponding

pictures together with an unordered list of the diagnoses. The list included: air embolism,

anaphylaxis (rapid allergic reaction), bradycardia at deep anesthesia, sudden bradycardia

(when pressure is exerted on the eye ball), hypoventilation, myocardial infarction, sepsis

(which did not correspond to any of the pictures), tachycardia, ventilator failure (machine

stops ventilating by, say, a fault condition), tension pneumothorax, hypovolemia, shallow

anesthesia, and a normal case.

He then requested two very experienced anesthetists to match the diagnoses with the

clinical pictures. One of the anesthetists matched all pictures correctly expect for

tachycardia and sepsis. He assigned tachycardia to sepsis and vice versa. According to

Ballast, the difference was quite clear and he supposed the anesthetist would very likely

recognize his mistake. The same anesthetist, in hypoventilation, had expected a low

saturation as an additional symptom. According to Ballast, this is possible but will not

always be the case.

The other anesthetist matched all pictures correctly expect for ventilation failure and air

embolism. He assigned ventilation failure to air embolism and vice versa. Again, Ballast

claims the difference was quite clear and that a second look would surely convince the

anesthetist.
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Considering that both anesthetists mismatched 2 out of 12 cases, we can conclude that the

clinical picture is 83% a presentation of the monitoring devices. We can also say that

since all picture-diagnose combinations were correctly assigned by at least one of the

anesthetists, and Ballast is convinced that the few misses were simple mistakes, the

clinical picture correctly represents the monitoring devices.

3.2.3 Test Approach

In this sub-section, we discuss the approach use to test Diagnesia. The main goal is to test

the prototype's representation of the patient's state by compare the information from the

state of art monitoring devices with that provided by the prototype. A clinical picture as

shown in Figure 8 will be used to represent the data from monitoring devices and an

output screen from Diagnesia when fed with the same patient data will be used for

comparison.

A given state of a patient can be simulated by feeding the corresponding data into the

simulator and obtaining a clinical picture. After feeding the same patient data into

Diagnesia, we then present the clinical picture and the output screen to a panel of

anesthetists. Our intention is to check if the anesthetists will make the same diagnosis for

both the clinical picture and the output screen. Note that the clinical picture makes no

logical transformation on the data — it simply presents exactly what the monitoring

devices display whereas Diagnesia transforms the patient data into information at a

certain level of abstraction.

A number of disorders may be simulated, tested and the results obtained used to test

whether or not the DSS gives a representation of a given state of the patient. Cases in

which the specialists (anesthetists) reach different conclusions or totally disagree with the

suggestion of the DSS should be investigated so that improvements (to the prototype)

and/or further research can be made.
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3.2.4 Test results

Apart from the pre-test results presented in 3.2.2, we were unable to perform the main

test whose approach has been discussed in 3.2.3. It is however, highly recommended that

the test be carried out and results obtained be used for further research and/or

developments.
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Chapter 4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented methods and models used by a DSS (Diagnesia) to

enhance the decision making process of the anesthetist by improving his/her situation

awareness. We started by introducing the reader to the field of anesthesia, explaining the

situation of the anesthetist in the operating theatre and the condition of the patient. We

then presented the methods and models used by the DSS in order to enhance the

anesthetist's decision-making process. Finally, we presented an approach for testing

whether or not these methods, together with the adopted usability aspects, (attempt to)

solve our problems stated in Chapter 1. Since we did not succeed in performing the tests

in order to analyze some results, it is strongly recommended that these tests be carried out

before the prototype can be put to use.

It was noted that anesthetists are such skilled specialists that building a system to do their

work or offer support with their work is not an easy task since we have to put into

consideration the strategies they use in decision-making. Available evidence indicates

that humans have great difficulty in making reliable probabilistic judgments and

calculations [22], suggesting that skilled physicians reach diagnostic closure by

unidentified strategies. In this research, a number of study techniques were used in order

for the information supplied by the DSS not to conflict with the strategies of the

anesthetist.

Most approaches to computer-assisted diagnosis have, until the past few years, been

based on one of three strategies-flow charts [23, 24, 25], statistical pattern matching [26],

or probability theory [27, 17, 28, 29]. According to Szolovits et al. [21], all three

techniques have been successfully applied to narrow medical domains, but each has

serious drawbacks when applied to broad areas of clinical medicine. Flow charts quickly

become unmanageably large. Further, they are unable to deal with uncertainty, a key

element in most serious diagnostic problems. Probabilistic methods and statistical pattern

matching typically incorporate unwarranted assumptions, such as that the set of diseases

under consideration is exhaustive, that the diseases under suspicion are mutually
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exclusive, or that each clinical finding occurs independently of all others [14]. In

Diagnesia, it has been taken into consideration that some disorders are dependant on

others (see 2.3.2) thus an attempt to curb some drawback with probabilistic methods.

In Chapter 1, we discussed the categorization of the input data into five groups: low, low

normal, normal, high normal, and high however, the mapping of the raw values into

these categories has not been done. For instance, given a heart rate of 40 bpm, the DSS

cannot tell within which category this value lies. A number of factors need to be

considered when making this mapping. A low heart rate for a child may not be low for an

old person; a normal rage for a sportsman may not be the same for other persons; and so

on. This categorization still needs to be addressed so the DSS can be integrated into the

current monitoring devices to read the values and map them automatically.

Another feature that was desired for implementation but has not yet been done is to

increase the ease with which one can alter the weight of an indicator. At the moment, the

weight of an indicator may only be altered by editing the Delphi source code and

recompiling the application. A suggestion of having a screen where one can read and/or

alter the weights was made. An alternative method was to read the weights from a text

file that can easily be edited by someone without having to recompile the application.

None of these ideas has been implemented and thus still a challenge to make it easier for

anesthetists to alter the rules without having to contact a Delphi programmer.

In 2.3.4, we discussed an approach used in order to avoid display of less relevant

information at the cost of other more relevant information. A design decision for single

indicator diagnoses was made to only display such diagnoses if and only if the indicating

indicator is the only variable out of range in the entire set of variables. According to

Ballast, a more general approach that assigns a higher probability to diagnoses that match

with more abnormal variables may be adopted for future systems.

Lastly, there are some diagnoses that are completely not in Diagnesia because all their

indicators are observable indicators (see 2.3.5). These include haemorrhage (copious
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discharge of blood from the blood vessels) and hyponatraemia (indicated by arrhythmias

and the widening of the QRS complex on the ECG). These diagnoses have been listed in

Appendix B though they can never be displayed on Diagnesia's output screen and are not

counted among the set of 31 treated in the DSS. As discussed earlier, information about

non-measurable (or observable) indicators can only be displayed in the status bar of the

output screen only if the diagnosis in question has at least one other measurable indicator

that raises its probability and may qualify to be listed among the most probable 5

diagnoses. We therefore still have a challenge of finding a way of indicating such

disorders.

Progress toward developing practical consulting programs has been slow despite the

increase in our understanding of how experts solve problems. Experience shows that 5

years is required to incorporate a new cognitive model into an artificial intelligence

program and to test it adequately [21]. Szolovits et al. continues to state that: two major

factors have prevented more rapid implementation. First, a large amount of detailed

medical knowledge must be gathered even when one is dealing with a relatively narrow

clinical domain. Second, newer cognitive models are so complex that their

implementation typically poses a major technical challenge. Despite this, it is

recommended that Diagnesia be tested with a panel of anesthetists and ensure that it

displays what is expected of it, and to test whether or not the information provided by the

DSS is of relevancy and enhances the decision making process of the anesthetist. Results

obtained here may be compared with those obtained when the first version of the DSS

was tested (see 1.3) in order to have an idea of the progress in the work. A number of

challenges at hand have been listed in this chapter and require attention for further

research.
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Appendices

Appendix A Input Variables

This appendix presents a list of indicators as input variables of Diagnesia used to estimate

the probabilities and improbabilities of the diagnoses. The table also shows the possible

values that can be taken on by the variables. In many cases, possible values include: Low,

Low normal, Normal, High Normal, and High even though, as discussed in Chapter 1,

there exists no mapping between the raw values of the variables and this grouping. This

range of values is represented by Low — High. On addition, the variable could also take

on values like rising, falling and/or zero. For example, possible values of the patient's

blood pressure could be: normal, low normal and falling, normal and rising, low and

actually zero, high, or even unavailable (see 2.3.6).

Variable Values

Cardio-vascular

Blood pressure Low — High, rising, zero, falling

Heart rate Low — High, rising, zero, falling

Cardiac output Low — High

Pulmonary pressure Low — High, zero

Central venous pressure Low — High

Peripheral temperature Low — High

Pulse-oximeter

Saturation Low — Normal, rising, falling

Amplitude pulse oximeter Low — High

Ventilation

ETCO2 Low — High, rising, zero, falling

Compliance Low — High, rising, falling

Ppeak Instable, sudden increase, (—') equals PEEP

PEEP Sudden decrease, becomes (-) zero

Vinsp> Vexp by 40% Checkbox
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Fluids

Diuresis Low — High

Fluid balance Low — High

Other

MACS (Anesthetic dosage) Low — High

Core/Body temperature Low — High

Amplitude of plethysmogram Low — High

Mottled skin Checkbox

Sweating Checkbox
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Appendix B Diagnoses and their Respective Indicators

This appendix lists all the diagnoses considered in Diagnesia, their corresponding

indicators (arguments for), counter indicators (arguments against), and (counter) indicator

weights assigned in collaboration with the senior anesthetist. Columns 3 and 5 contain the

weight of the (counter) indicator on a 4-point scale (1 strong, 4 weak) with the following

meaning: -

1. Proves the diagnosis by the strength of this single indicator. Cannot be counter

indicated.

2. All indicators with weight 2 together make probability of 100% but can be

counter indicated.

3. All indicators with weight 3 together make a probability of 50%.

4. All indicators with weight 4 together make a probability of 25%.

Diagnosis Indicators Counter Indicators
I

Cardiovascular System

-Arrhythmia Irregular ECG I

—Cardiac arrest Zero blood pressure

Zero heart rate

2

2

Backward failure High central venous

pressure

Low saturation

Low compliance

2 High cardiac output 2

Low central venous pressure 2

2 High saturation 3

High diuresis 3

Generalized vasodilatation 3

Low heart rate 3

Normal or high blood

pressure 3

Normal heart rate

Low/normal heart rate and

normal/high blood pressure

Bradycardia Low heart rate I
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Forward failure Low blood pressure

Low ETCO2

Low cardiac output

Peripheral vasoconstriction

High heart rate

Low diuresis

2 Normal or low heart rate 1

2 Normal/high blood pressure I

2 High diuresis 2

3 Low/normal heart rate and

3 normal/high blood pressure

3

Generalized

vasodilatation

High peripheral temperature 2 —

High amplitude of

plethysmogram 2

High heart rate 3

Low blood pressure 3

Hypertension High blood pressure I

Hypervolemia High JVP or CVP 2 High saturation I

Low saturation 2 Normal blood pressure 3

High blood pressure 3

-Hyponatraemia Arrhythmias 2

Widening of the QRS

complex on the ECG 2

Hypotension Low blood pressure —I -

Hypovolemia Low blood pressure 2 High central venous pressure I

High heart rate 2 High blood pressure 2

Low diuresis 3 Low heart rate 2

Negative fluid balance 3 High amplitude pulse

Peripheral vasoconstriction 3 oximeter 2

Low cardiac output 3 High peripheral temperature 3

Low/normal heart rate and

normal/high blood pressure

-Myocardial

ischaemia

ECG ST-segment changes 7

Forward failure 3

Backward failure 3

Arrhythmia 4
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Peripheral

vasoconstriction

Low peripheral temperature 2

Low amplitude of

plethysmogram 2

Pulmonary

embolism

Low saturation 2 High ETCO2 1

Low or falling ETCO2 2

Increase in blood pressure 2

Forward failure 3

Low compliance 3

Severe

hypervolemia

Hypervolemia

Low compliance

Positive fluid balance

I High saturation

2

3

-Tachycardia High heart rate 1

Respiratory System

-Aspiration of

gastric contents

Bronchospasm 3

Low saturation 3

Respiratory obstruction 4

Bad ventilation Low saturation 2 High saturation 3

High ETCO2 2 Low ETCO2

-Bronchospasm Respiratory obstruction

Expiratory wheeze

2

2

—Cough Ppeak increasing suddenly

PEEP decreasing suddenly

2

2

Diffusion defect Low saturation

Low compliance

2 High saturation 1

4 High compliance 1

Normal compliance 3

Disconnection Ppeak equals PEEP

PEEP equals 0 (zero)

Zero ETCO2

Zero pulmonary pressure

Very high compliance

2 Non-zero ETCO2 2

2

2

2

3

54
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— Stress 2

Normal MAC 3

Low anesthesia Spontaneous respiration 1

Cough

Stress and cough or

spontaneous breathing

Stress 2

MAC> 1 3

Stress

Falling compliance

Blood pressure and heart — High MAC

rate (high and) increasing I Low blood pressure

High blood pressure 2 Falling blood pressure

High heart rate 2 Falling heart rate

High ETCO2 3

High cardiac output 3

Low amplitude pulse

oximeter 3

3

4

4

4

Low MAC 3

Others —

Hypersensitivity Skin erythema 2

reaction Bronchospasm

Angio-oedema

Gen Vasodilatation

Coughing

-

2

3

3

4

Hyperthermia High body temperature

-

I

Hypothermia Low body temperature

-

I

Malignant High and rising ETCO2 2 Not high core temperature 7

hyperthermia High and rising heart rate 3

High core temperature 3

Severe metabolic and

respiratory acidosis 3

Low saturation 4
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Arrhythmias 4

Mottled skin 4

Sweating

Muscle rigidity 4

Muscle rigidity Low compliance 4 -
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Appendix C Icon Production Rules

In this appendix, we have the rules used to control the movement of the urgent state icons

along the three dimensions as discussed in 2.5.3.

Category Icon Indicators Production rules

Circulation Heart Heart rate,

Blood pressure,

Amplitude pulse

oximeter, and

Co2 production.

Low: 1 of 4 is low.

Intermediate: 2 of 4 are low or 3

of 4 are low normal.

High: At least 3 of 4 are low.

Ventilation Lungs Low saturation,

Low compliance, and

Low Co2 production.

Low: 1 of 3 fired.

Intermediate: 2 of 3 fired

High: All three fired

.
Sleeping

depth

Eye Low heart rate,

Low blood pressure, and

High MAC.

Low: I of 3 fired.

Intermediate: 2 of 3 fired

High: All three fired

Awakening Eye High heart rate,

High blood pressure, and

Low amplitude pulse

oximeter.

Low: I of 3 fired.

Intermediate: 2 of 3 fired

High: All three fired

Note: In all cases except for circulation, the following rules are applied:

i. Low normal + falling = Low

ii. High normal + rising = High

And in all cases, the state is normal if none of the indicators is true (or fired). For

circulation, if the rules for Low and Intermediate states are fired at the same time (which

is possible), the Intermediate state takes precedence since it is more critical than the Low

state.
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